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A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO ENABLING TRANSPARENCY IN PEER REVIEW
WHO WE ARE
AND OUR EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN THE DOMAIN

20 Years
of providing content transformation services and software applications for scientific and academic publishers.

Cloud and HTML
Keeping pace with dramatic shift towards shared, collaborative and trackable content and workflows.

8 Years
Focused on building HTML driven and browser based applications since 2010.

11 Years
Invested in Science and academia, bringing the best scientific minds to India to share research, building cutting edge technology for them since 2011.
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THE FUTURE OF CONTENT REVIEW: HTML
WHY HTML
ADVANTAGES LEADING TO TRANSPARENCY

- HTML is the language of the browser - the ubiquitous platform for content dissemination.
- TNQ pioneered HTML proofing in 2010 – its success in ease-of-use to annotate and edit structured content, has validated use of HTML.
- This led to the idea of a Single-URL for a piece of content – born in HTML and undergoing a series of enrichments.
WHY A PEER REVIEW SYSTEM THAT USES HTML

State of the art document formats and AI conversions make for easy creation of non-invasive granular structured HTML at submission.
WHY A PEER REVIEW SYSTEM
THAT USES HTML

Ability to make contextual comments.
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